Bangladesh PaCT is organizing a full-day workshop for the textile sector on Green Building, in collaboration with Green Technologies, to promote sustainable and eco-friendly practices within factory buildings and beyond, and to set forward the target to achieve high-quality performance standards, and gain international recognition.

Who should attend?

The workshop is an excellent platform for factories that are highly interested to

- Save valuable resources and gain profits
- Lower operating costs and increase asset value
- Reduce wastes and harmful GHG emissions to the environment
- Create healthier and safer working environment
- Achieve international ratings and certification as a green building factory

Workshop Highlights

- Plenary session on Prime Position of Textile Industries in Bangladesh
- An overview of the fundamentals of Sustainability, Financial Benefits, and Sustainability in practice
- Comprehensive discussion on Self-Audits as a smart tool for resource conservation and cost savings, strategies to pursue international compliance and standards, and implementation processes

Workshop Presenter
Mario Seneviratne
Director, Green Technologies FZCO
LEED Fellow and Faculty Member, U. S. Green Building Council

Mario has to his credit over 3.3 million sqm of sustainability and LEED projects in the MENA region. His latest achievement is the Net Zero and LEED Platinum Project in Saudi, the first of its kind in the region. Mario was inducted into the inaugural class of 34 LEED Fellows in 2011. In addition to this fellowship, Mario has been a Fellow of the UK Institute of Mechanical Engineers since 1991 and has held the office of Secretary of the World Green Building Council.

February 18, 2016
9:45 AM - 4:30 PM

In partnership with

Contact: Syed Shahrer Shabab +8801713040240 sshabab@ifc.org
Visit our website www.textilepact.net